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Respectful Responsible Resilient Relentless Reflective Resourceful Reasoning

The 7 Rs – “All that we are. All that we do”.

Magnificent Monday, Tremendous Tuesday, Wonderful Wednesday,
Terrific Thursday and Fantastic Friday

Star of the Week

Star of the Month

W/B 14th June 2021

May 2021

Reception - Starfish - Lilliah

Reception - Starfish - Maya

Seahorses - Luna

Seahorses - Lillian

Year 1 - Puffins - Jacob

Year 1 - Puffins - Harper-Tia

Penguins - Leon

Penguins - Meraj

Year 2 - Lifeboats - Jack

Year 2 - Lifeboats - Ellie

Coastguards - Hannah

Coastguards - Jack

Year 3 - Kittiwakes - Billy

Year 3 - Kittiwakes - Joe

Oystercatchers - Jessica

Oystercatchers - Jessica

Year 4 - Whales - Lena

Year 4 - Whales - Lana

Dolphins - Riley

Dolphins - Devon

Year 5 - Galleons - Ethan

Year 5 - Galleons - Brooke

Submarines - Evie

Submarines - Lilly

Year 6 - Neptune - Nyle

Year 6 - Neptune - Mercedez

Atlantis - Courtney

Atlantis - Tyler

STEM Star of the week
Dolphins - April
It was so lovely to see April take a leadership role when testing materials to see whether they were conductors
or insulators. She made sure that her group began with a complete circuit which included a switch. It was soon
clear that the circuit needed to be adapted in order to test a pair of scissors. April explained to the group that
the scissors were made of both plastic and metal and worked out a way of adapting the circuit to fit in the
materials and test each of them separately. Well done April!
The following nominations were received for

Word of the Week: Resourceful
Coastguards - Jack showed how resourceful he can be in art this week. We were focusing on using shapes
such as squares, triangles and circles to create a larger collage and Jack was able to make a beautiful image of a
bear out of tiny rectangles! He was very resourceful in selecting the different types of paper and specific colours
he needed from a wider group to create his work. Well done Jack!
Oystercatchers - Ava was very resourceful this week when she was absent from school. She didn't let that
stop her from learning and spent her time learning about the rain forest at home! She created some pictures of
rain forest animals and brought them in to show us all. She had cleverly combined our topic of plants with her
art by using fallen flower petals to make the snakes skin! amazing.

Team Points

Bamburgh

Alnwick

Walkworth

Birthdays
The following pupils are celebrating
their birthday over the next week

5983

6851

Total to date: 515,01

Total to date: 49,705

6376

Sam, Bobby, Jordan-Junior,
Malachi, Emma, Evie, Billy &

Total to date: 50,252

Jaxon

